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Australia’s  Ashes hero when you play test cricket you don’t give the Englishman an inch, play it 

tough all the way, Grind them  into the dust. 

Legendary Australian batsman ,Donald Bradman once said, Bradman has scored more  Ashes run 

than anyone else, 5023, while the former captain Border (3222) Rickey pointy (3171) epitomised the 

fighting spirit and sheer class of the side they led in Australia’s most dominant period between 1987 

and 2007., before that period (Black Strom) West Indian dominated 15 years, servile West Indian 

greats are retired from cricket,  Gerry Sober, Clive loyid, Vivian Richard, Desman Hine and Gordon 

Greenidge are legendary openers, Joel Garner, Michael Holding, Brain Lara,  Malcolm Marshall, Ian 

Bishop, and many others. 

The same time Warne, McGrath, Adam Gilchrest, Mathew Hoyden, and more recently Ricky Pointing 

have retired and their replacement have struggle to replicate such dominance.  

That era has gone and cricket is still living and giving billions enjoyment and thrill, excitement and IPL 

is a mega events, I do not find good cricket but it is my personal ideas, I love test cricket, it is a test of 

nation and their partisans, if you understand the test cricket you know the gravitas  of significant of 

team and their temperament of the players , when Lara is in the crease and establishing the inning of 

400 twice and same opponents Englishman. 

As an intelligent captain have a lethal planning against his opponents, during the heat of battle, 

captain must have knowledge of batsman ‘s qualities and how many shots he could play both side of 

the pitch, keep searching the week point of the batsman during the process , captain must be great 

observant and quick decision makers, he must know the perfect diagnose for the batsman and put a 

bowler who kill the batsman, Mike barley the legendary captain of England. He was not good 

batsman but he was genius captain, he judge the batsman when batsman take stance and watch the 

field placing, immediately he change the bowler and achieve the result, Its happen when our captain 

Ware took the king wicket of the boys who was almost snatching the match from our hands. 

The best quality of the ware he never give up, that’s rare quality of the imagination (brains eyes) he 

went to the brain of the batsman and red his strategy and erect his own counter strategy within no 

time. Its called cricket knowledge, foot work straight bat, gusty character such as all-time greats like 

Brain or Rickey Pointing and Tendulkar, they are technically perfect, natural gifted, psychologically 

best temperament, having the masterly  concentration, gutsy character , you cant not find the week 

point these legendry cricket, but the superman Don Bradman he is the still the master of the 

universe, 99.90 average almost 100. I think there is no one would break his record.  

Cricket is now religion in India, players are Gods and stadium are temples billions are follower  

around the world. Alex the gear smashed the 124 not out it is his brilliant inning this year. 

It was clean inning with no chance to give, H Mir and  Alex have glorious partnership against quality 

bowling, I find it amazing when they were dominated us, but they try to destroy our spirit, we give 

them a good fight and took the match from them, they were in illusion that they can defeat us, it was 

match we always remember rest of our life.no doubt Man of the Match is Great Alex de gear truly 

deserves a price  That is all gentleman.  



  


